DATE: 3rd NOVEMBER 2014 (MONDAY)
MEDIA: THE STAR– TREE-PLANTING FOR BETTER FUTURE – PG.16

SHAH ALAM – Doing its part in addressing global warming and promoting to preserve the mother
nature, Unitab Medic Sdn. Bhd. brings their employees to spend its weekends at the tree planting
programme here at Alam Impian, Shah Alam. Indeed for the first time, the event is a success joint
collaborations with Majlis Bandaraya Shah Alam and an NGO, Eco Warriors Malaysia.

The tree planting programme, aimed at promoting good practices of social relevance and environmental
awareness among the corporate organisation and the employees of Unitab Medic itself.
En. Mohd Hatar Ismail, the President / CEO of Unitab Medic Sdn. Bhd. said, "Joining the tree plating is
one of Unitab Medic’s CSR initiatives this year, and we hope that the trees planted by our employees
and the community today will help to preserve our nation’s forests so that the future generations could
enjoy these places of magnificent outshines”. Moreover, he added that being one of the corporate
organisation that understands the importance of making positive impact on the earth is indeed such a
meaningful event to Unitab Medic.
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"One of the effective and relevant ways to show our care towards our mother nature is with tree
planting. It is more than enough, if we started with only one tree at a time, as even a small effort makes
a huge difference in leaving an on-going environmental community in Malaysia. As such, our big hope
is to have this type of programmes to be organised annually to show our commitment and effort in
preserve, conserve and the stewardship of resources environment in the community that we serve”.
The tree planting programme was attended and launched by Datuk Bandar Shah Alam, YBhg. Dato’ Hj.
Mohd Jaafar with his opening speech about the significance of tree planting in sustaining a conducive
and healthy environment in our community. He also emphasises to all the participants in making their
effort to restore the earth with trees that will create a beautiful place to live in.
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